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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate methods to optimise
the bias point of an LED to benefit from increasing bandwidth
at higher driving current while minimising the resulting signal
distortion. The approaches are based on allowing for some nonlinear distortion or to reduce signal swing/signal-to-noise ratio while
benefiting from higher bandwidth at higher driving currents. A
framework is presented to estimate the attainable capacity under
both conditions. We also experimentally validate the optimisation
with a PAM-4 based VLC system. The experimental results show
that for a 40 mA dynamic range VLMB1500 LED used, the
optimum bias point is not in the middle of the dynamic range
but at 31 mA.
Index Terms—Visible light communication (VLC), light fidelity
(LiFi), light emitting diode (LED), DC bias, pulse amplitude
modulation (PAM), orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM), error vector magnitude (EVM), transmission capacity.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE continued rapid growth of data traffic is demanding
high-capacity communication systems. This is driving the
radio frequency (RF) based wireless communication towards
spectrum shortage [1]. However, in the optical domain, large
and unlicensed spectrum, free from electromagnetic interference, and with inherent security is available. This makes
optical wireless communication (OWC) a plausible technology to supplement developments in the RF-based networks
[2]. Visible light communication (VLC), a subset of OWC,
operates in the visible light spectrum and exploits the existing
lighting infrastructure for communication. In addition, energy
efficient, inexpensive and widely available front-end devices
such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs) enable VLC to draw
increasing interest for indoor wireless communications [3].
Significant research effort has been put towards the development of high-speed VLC. Yet, such a system needs to address
the challenges associated with the relatively low modulation
bandwidth of commercial LEDs [4]. Various techniques such
as pre- and post-equalisation, high-order modulation with orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) have been
explored to optimise the modulation bandwidth and achieve
high data rates in the range of several Gb/s using a single LED

[5], [6]. It has also been demonstrated that the LED modulation
bandwidth increases as bias current increases until it saturates
[7], [8]. However, an LED is a nonlinear device. That is, its
emitted optical power as a function of the driving current is
not completely linear. Consequently, driving the LED in the
nonlinear region distorts the transmitted signal and deteriorates
the system performance [9]. Therefore, it is imperative to optimise the DC bias point of an LED to benefit from increasing
bandwidth at driving current while minimising any nonlinear
distortion associated with operating beyond the dynamic range
of the LED. This way, the achievable transmission capacity of
the LED based VLC system is enhanced.
Related work on VLC capacity optimisation includes the
following: a pre-distortion technique combined with signal
shaping is used to improve the link capacity in [10], by predistorting and DC-biasing, the transmitted signal is optimised
to increase the capacity of the system. In [11], to maximise
the system performance, a low complexity search algorithm is
developed that finds the optimum biasing point by enhancing
the effective signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the system. In [12],
a numerical method based on minimising mean squared error
(MMSE) criterion is proposed to optimise the DC bias that
improves the bit error rate (BER) performance.
Most of the existing works considered pre-distortion to linearise the dynamic range of the transmitted or apply clipping
to limit the modulating signal in the linear region [10]–[12]. In
this paper, we investigate two different methods of choosing
the optimum DC bias point for intensity modulated VLC
systems. The first approach considers increasing the DC bias
from the mid-point of the linear region for higher modulation
bandwidth which also leads to nonlinear distortion. Here, the
effect of distortion on the system capacity is evaluated. The
second approach investigates increasing the DC bias while
keeping the modulating signal within the dynamic range of the
transmitter. In this approach, the signal power is compressed,
and the optical modulation index is reduced. As such, the SNR
decreases as DC bias increases. Thus, the optimum DC bias
that provides maximum capacity by increasing the modulation
bandwidth is evaluated. Moreover, these optimisation techniques can be used together with existing pre/post equalisation
and precoding/pre-distortion techniques. We also present an
experimental validation of the optimisation.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The
system design and principle of the bias optimisation methods
is discussed in Section II. Section III presents the simulation
results, discussions as well as the experimental validation of
the optimisation. Finally, concluding remarks are provided in
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Section IV.
II. S YSTEM D ESIGN
This section presents the DC bias point optimisation problem as well as the VLC system model.
A considerable amount of nonlinearity in VLC systems
comes from the LED. That is because the relationship between
the DC bias current and the output optical power is not linear.
Thus, to minimise the effect of nonlinearity distortion on VLC
systems, the data carrying signal should be within the linear
dynamic range of the LED [13]. This is usually achieved
by biasing the LED at the mid-point of its dynamic range
[14]. In this work, we explore two different approaches of
choosing the DC bias (operating) point. In the first approach,
the modulating signal amplitude is kept constant while the bias
current is increased from the mid-point of the dynamic range.
In this approach, some of the signal go into the nonlinear
region, introducing some distortion but operating at higher bias
current offers much higher bandwidth. The second approach
will be to increase the bias point while keeping the signal
within the dynamic range of the LED. Thus, the signal power
is reduced while the bandwidth is increased. In these methods,
the response of the LED is considered to be distortion free. The
challenge in both methods is to find the optimum DC bias point
that maximises the link capacity. Other sources of distortions
are not considered in this work. So, the modulating signal
bandwidth is assumed to be less than the LED bandwidth.
Furthermore, these bias optimisation methods are applied
considering the commercially available VLMB1500 LED as
an access point. The methods can be applied to the user-end
devices independently using the same process.
A. VLC Model and Link Capacity
An intensity modulation VLC channel can be modelled as a
baseband linear, time-invariant system as shown in Fig. 1 [15].
In this model, x (t) denotes the input modulating electrical
signal and the output photodetector current is represented by
y (t). The channel impulse response is hR(t) with its corre∞
sponding frequency response, H (f ) = −∞ h (t) e-j2πf t dt.
For indoor VLC, the line-of-sight link is dominant and the
channel can be well-characterised by its DC gain, H (0) [16],
[17].

x(t)

Here “ ∗ ” symbol denotes the convolution operation, κ is the
electrical-to-optical conversion factor of LED in W/A, and R
is the responsivity of the photodetector.
The two primary sources of noise in VLC are due to random
photon fluctuation of the received photocurrent (shot noise)
and noise from the receiver electronics (thermal noise). The
variance of the shot noise can be estimated by [18]:
2
σshot
= 2qRPopt B,

(2)

where the electron charge is denoted by q, and Popt is the
received average optical power at the photodetector. The
transmission bandwidth is denoted by B. The thermal noise
is given as [18]:
4KB T B
,
(3)
RL
where KB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the operating
temperature in Kelvin. The load resistance is denoted by RL .
Both shot noise and thermal noise can be considered as white
and Gaussian [18], and independent of transmitted optical
power. Hence, it is acceptable to model n (t) as additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) with total noise variance written as:
2
σthermal
=

2
2
σn2 = σshot
+ σthermal
.

(4)

B. Bias Point Optimisation
Two different biasing methods are examined to evaluate the
effect on SNR and consequently the capacity of the link. In the
first method (Method 1, hereafter), the effect of distortion on
SNR is studied by increasing the bias current and driving the
LED into saturation region. In the second method (Method 2,
hereafter), the LED is operating in the non-saturation region by
compressing the modulating signal within the linear region. In
this method, the result of squeezing the signal in linear region
on SNR is studied as the driving current is increased. A visual
illustration of an LED response using a random modulating
signal, x (t) is shown in Fig. 2. The LED is biased at ibias by
adding an offset current α to the mid-point bias current imid .

saturation region

dynamic range

Pmax

κx(t)

y(t)

κ∙R∙h(t)

x(t)

n(t)
Fig. 1. Channel model with modulating signal x (t), output photodetector
current y (t), additive noise n(t), and an impulse response h (t). R represents
the responsivity of the photodetector while κ is LED’s electrical-to-optical
conversion factor.

Consequently, the equivalent received signal can be summarised by:
y (t) = κR (h (t) ∗ x (t)) + n (t) .

(1)

imid

ibias

imax

Fig. 2. Graphical illustration of an LED response biased at ibias using a
random modulating signal, x (t). The maximum allowable bias current of the
LED is imax and the mid-point is imid = imax /2.

The transmission bandwidth of the VLC link and the optical
power output of the LED are a function of the bias current.
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This relationship between bandwidth and bias current is linear.
Therefore, it can be formulated as:
(
mB ibias , for imid ≤ ibias < imaxB
(5)
B=
Bmax ,
for ibias ≥ imaxB .

Here, mB and mO denote the slopes of the linear functions
of the dynamic ranges with a maximum bandwidth, Bmax at
drive current imaxB and maximum power, Pmax at drive current
imaxP , respectively. For most LEDs imaxB = imaxP = imax as
verified in Section III.
1) Method 1: Bias Optimisation with Constant Signal Amplitude and Distortion: due to the modulation of LED into
the nonlinear region, the transmitted signal is distorted. The
amount of distortion can be estimated as a ratio of power
in saturation region to the total signal power. Therefore, the
distortion factor, ∆, can be expressed as a function of the bias
point, ibias = imid + α, as:
R imax +α 2
x f (x) dx
∆ (ibias ) = iRmax∞ 2
,
(7)
x f (x) dx
−∞
where f (x) is the probability density function (pdf) of x(t),
imax is the maximum allowable drive current before saturation
and α is offset from the mid-point current, imid , as shown in
Fig. 2. In this equation, the numerator represents the signal
power loss due to distortion while the denominator represents
the total signal power. For simplicity, we use the zeroth
moment expressions of (7) which can be simplified to ratio
of two cumulative distribution functions as:
R imax +α
f (x) dx
∆ (ibias ) ≈ iRmax∞
.
(8)
f (x) dx
−∞
For a Gaussian distributed signal x(t), the values of equations
(7) and (8) are plotted in Fig. 3 to illustrate the validity of
the approximation. It shows that up to 35 mA bias current,
equations (7) and (8) have similar values and above 35 mA
equation (8) underestimates the distortion by less than 4%.
The electrical SNR of the VLC model with distortion can
then be expressed as:
h
i
2
κ2 R2 H 2 (0) (1 − ∆) E |x (t)|
h
i , (9)
SNRM1 (ibias ) =
2
σn2 + κ2 R2 H 2 (0)∆E |x (t)|
R∞
where H (0) = −∞ h (t) dt is the channel DC gain, and
E [·] denotes the statistical expectation. The second term in
the denominator accounts for the distorted signal power.
For a VLC system with sufficient DC bias and a Gaussian distributed x(t), the link capacity is adequately represented by the Shannon-Hartley equation given by C =
B log2 (1 + SNR). Therefore, for Method 1, the link capacity as a function of bias current CM1 (ibias ) is obtained by
combining (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), and (9) as shown in (10).

0.4

( ibias)

Similarly, the relationship between optical power and bias
current is linear and can be written as:
(
mO ibias , for imid ≤ ibias < imaxP
(6)
Popt =
Pmax ,
for ibias ≥ imaxP .

0.5

Using Eq. (8)
Using Eq. (7)
Difference

0.3

0.2

0.1

0
20

25

30

35

40

ibias (mA)

Fig. 3. Distortion factor, ∆ as function of ibias using equations (7) and (8).

2) Method 2: Bias optimisation with no distortion: here the
bias current is increased while the signal is compressed within
the linear region of the LED. The signal scaling factor, γ is
used to keep the modulating signal within the linear dynamic
range of the LED. As a function of bias current, γ can be
written as:
(
imax −ibias
, if max |x(t)| > imax − ibias
γ (ibias ) = max |x(t)|
(11)
1,
otherwise.
In Method 2, as the signal, x(t), is constrained to the linear
region only, there is negligible distortion. Thus, the electrical
SNR is reduced to:
h
i
2
κ2 R2 H 2 (0) γ 2 E |x (t)|
.
(12)
SNRM2 (ibias ) =
σn2
Similar to Method 1, the link capacity as a function of the
bias current for Method 2, CM2 (ibias ) is obtained as shown in
(13).
h
i 

2
κ2 R2 H 2 (0) γ 2 E |x (t)|
.

CM2 = mB ibias log2 1 + 
2 qRmO ibias + 2KRBLT mB ibias
(13)
The link capacity expressions (10) and (13) are a product
of a monotonically increasing linear function and a decreasing
logarithmic function. Hence, there exist an optimum bias
current, îbias , which provides maximum link capacity. This
optimum bias current with imid ≤ îbias < imax will satisfy:
∂CM1|2 (ibias )
= 0 and
∂ibias

∂ 2 CM1|2 (ibias )
< 0.
∂i2bias

(14)

The authors are unaware of a closed-form analytical solution
to (14). However, a solution can be obtained with root-finding
numerical methods. Moreover, to show the effect of the bias
current on achievable capacity, a graphical solution of (14) is
explored.
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III. R ESULTS , D ISCUSSION AND E XPERIMENTAL
VALIDATION
This section presents simulation results of the bias optimisation methods as well as an experimental validation of a
PAM based VLC system using Method 2. In the simulation, a
commercially available off-the-shelf LED VLMB1500 is used
[19]. Its optical power and electrical bandwidth response using
a pulse signal is characterised and presented in Fig. 4. The
results show that the maximum allowable bias current before
saturation in power and bandwidth is 40 mA for this particular
LED.

respective optimum bias points, Method 1 is preferable with
30.6 bit/s/channel use as against 27.5 bits/s/channel use for
Method 2. However, data transmission that uses Method 1
must be able to cope with any distortions introduced by this
method or high transmission error rate will ensue. Note that the
results in Fig. 5 provide the maximum achievable information
rate using a Gaussian distributed signal and AWGN channel.
For commonly used modulation formats, there will always be
a performance gap from the maximum capacity predicted by
(10) and (13). This capacity gap can be approached through
probabilistic symbol shaping and channel coding [20].

A. Simulation Results

B. Experimental Validation

For the simulation example presented here, a maximum
drive current of 40 mA is considered based on the VLMB1500
LED whose characteristics are plotted in Fig. 4. The bias
current is started from the mid-point (20 mA) and increased
to the maximum (40 mA) aiming to graphically determine the
optimum drive current which provides maximum capacity. The
simulation parameters are summarised in Table I.
TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter
h
i
Average transmitted signal power, E |x (t)|2

Value

Maximum allowable bias current, imax
Slope of the dynamic range (bandwidth), mB
Slope of the dynamic range (power), mO
Maximum bandwidth, Bmax
Maximum optical power, Pmax
Responsivity of LED, κ
Channel DC Gain, H(0)
Responsivity of photodetector, R
Electron charge, q
Boltzmann’s constant, KB
Absolute temperature, T
Load resistance, RL

40 mA
370.30 MHz/A
14.15 mW/A
23.952 MHz
0.6838 mW
14.15 mW/A
1
0.28 A/W
1.6021×10−19 C
1.3806×10−23 J/K
300 K
50 Ω

1W

Fig. 5 shows the capacity as the bias current is increased
in Method 1 and Method 2. The optimum bias point, for
maximum capacity with Method 1, is obtained at 27.4 mA.
This shows that the gain from the linear increment in the
electrical bandwidth is not sufficient to compensate for the distortion of signal power beyond this optimum point. However,
in Method 2, the capacity increases as bias current increases
until the optimum bias point is 33.7 mA (Numerical solution
of (14) gives a solution of 33.5 mA). Both approaches record
identical maximum capacity for the parameters used. But,
in terms of efficient use of the available bandwidth at their

CM1 =





mB ibias log2 1 +








Bmax log2 1 +

In this section, the experimental validation of Method 2 is
presented. We choose this method as it benefits more from
the linear increase of modulation bandwidth as the DC bias is
increased and there is no nonlinear distortion to contend with.
Furthermore, for illustration purpose and simplicity, PAM
based VLC is implemented in the experiment.
A block diagram of the experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 6. At the transmitter side, uniformly distributed random
integers are generated and mapped into PAM-4 symbols. After
up-sampling by oversampling factor of 4, rectangular pulse
shaping is applied to generate pulse signal. This offline signal
generation is done in MATLAB. The pattern is then uploaded
to an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG: Keysight 33622A)
to generate RF modulating signal. The sampling rate in the
range of 40 MSa/s to 200 MSa/s are used in performance
evaluation. The output of the AWG and the DC bias current
from a DC power supply are combined using a bias-tee (BiasT: Mini-Circuits ZFBT-4R2GW+). The output signal from the
bias-tee is connected to the LED (VLMB1500-GS08). Since
the half-power semi-angle of the LED is wide (ı.e. about 65◦
[19]), aspheric condenser lenses (Thorlabs ACL4532) are used
to collimate the output light from the transmitter and focus it
into the detection area of the photodetector.
At a receiver side with a link distance of 0.5 m, a photodetector (PD: ThorLabs PDA10A) is used to detect the intensity
modulated signal. The receiver has a -3 dB bandwidth of 150
MHz and a built-in transimpedance amplifier (TIA) with a
gain of 5 V/mA. The received electrical signal is captured
by an oscilloscope (OSC: Keysight MSO7104B) followed by
offline processing in MATLAB. The post-processing includes
alignment of received signal to transmitted, normalisation of
the amplitude level, and matched filtering. For performance
evaluation, the root-mean-square (RMS) error vector magnitude (EVM) is measured for different sampling rates of
transmission.

κ2 R2 H 2 (0)(1−∆)E[|x(t)|2 ]


2K T
2 qRmO ibias + RB
mB ibias +κ2 R2 H 2 (0)∆E[|x(t)|2 ]


, for imid ≤ ibias < imax

L

(10)

κ2 R2 H 2 (0)(1−∆)E[|x(t)|2 ]


2K T
2 qRPmax + RB
Bmax +κ2 R2 H 2 (0)∆E[|x(t)|2 ]
L


,

for ibias ≥ imax .
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Fig. 5. Simulation results of capacity with different bias current for Method
1 and Method 2 using OFDM modulation scheme.
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Fig. 4. Characteristics of VLMB1500 LED at different bias current showing
(a) measured output optical power using a pulse signal and (b) measured -3
dB electrical bandwidth and linear fit with R2 = 0.99987.

Having determined the dynamic range of the LED as shown
in Fig. 4, to validate the optimum biasing point which provides
maximum capacity, five different biasing points are considered
in a transmission experiment. These biasing points are all
within the dynamic range of the LED. For each of these
biasing points, the modulating PAM signal is scaled to fit
the linear operating region of the LED. This is achieved by
adjusting the peak-to-peak voltage (V pp) output of the AWG.
These values are, V pp = [540, 360, 240, 120, 40] mV at bias
currents, ibias = [20, 25, 30, 35, 38] mA, respectively.
To investigate the achievable transmission rate, the EVM
metric at different sampling rates of the AWG are measured
for all biasing points. The result is depicted in Fig. 7. It can
be seen that the EVM performance gets better when biasing
current is increased from 20 mA to 30 mA and gets worse at
higher biasing currents.
The performance is further demonstrated in Fig. 8 where the
maximum sampling rates attainable at two EVM values are by

plotting against the bias current. In choosing these reference
EVM values, the hard decision forward error correction (HDFEC) threshold of BER ≤ 3.8 × 10−3 is considered. The
equivalent √
EVM of 25% or lower is obtained by applying
EVM = 1/ SNR
q and the
 theoretical
 q PAM-4
BER expression,
1
2
2
Pb = 4 3Q
, where Q(·) is
5 SNR + 2Q 3
5 SNR
the Gaussian Q-function.
The result shows that a maximum sampling rate of 190
MSa/s, equivalent to 95 Mbit/s, is attained at 30 mA. This is
an increase from 140 MSa/s (equivalent to 70 Mbit/s) when
the LED is biased at 20 mA, in the middle of its dynamic
range. In terms of spectral efficiency at the reference EVM
for the PAM-4, 30 mA biasing provides 4.7 bit/s/channel use,
higher than at other bias points. Thus, from the polynomial
fit in Fig. 8, the optimum bias point is not in the middle of
the dynamic range but at 31 mA. This agrees quite closely
with the 33.7 mA obtained from the simulation. This validates
the simulation result of Method 2 bias optimisation discussed
in the previous subsection. Thus, by using the optimum DC
biasing and keeping the modulating signal power within the
LED’s dynamic range, transmission with higher rate can be
attained and consequently the link capacity is enhanced.
IV. C ONCLUSION
It has been shown that the modulation bandwidth of an
LED increases at the DC bias from the mid-point of its linear
region. We then consider the effect of this on the received
SNR and report on two techniques for choosing the optimum
DC bias point that maximises the link capacity. In the first
approach, as the bias point is increased the input signal swing
is allowed into the saturation region of the LED. The resulting
distortion causes a decrease in the SNR. In the second method,
the inputs signal is constrained to the LED dynamic range
with no nonlinear distortion. Simulation results of attainable
capacity from the two methods is presented. The simulation
results show that the optimum bias point does not lie in the
middle of the dynamic range. This is further validated with
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